
Part 2: ClassiC smokey eyes
the most classical and favorite make-up look is definitely smokey eyes. always up-to-date and in-style. With smokey eyes the 
dramatic appearance is ensured. a classical combining black, grey and white to create most intensive contrasts.

the eyes are the most important part for the 
smokey eyes look. First apply the Eye- & Lip-
base very thinly to the eyelids and lips to ensure 
a long lasting result for the eye-shadow and lip 
product.

StEp 1
eye- & liPbase

StEp 2
metalliC eyeliner 
GorGeous Grey

now take the Metallic Eyeliner Gorgeous Grey 
and draw a bold line above the upper lash line. 
as it will be blended with black eyeshadow later 
on it doesn’t need to be very precise. in addition,  
apply the eyeliner on the “waterline” at the lower 
eyelid.

StEp 7
PerFeCt broWstyler Dark liquiD

now form the eyebrows with the perfect 
Browstyler Bright Liquid and highlight them.

StEp 8 + 9
brilliant liPGloss rose temPtation + 
PerFeCt PoWer blush ruDDy rose

the discreet Brilliant Lipgloss Rose tempta-
tion is applied from the outside of the lip to the 
inside. Finally use perfect powder Blush Rud-
dy Rose and the lr by Da Vinci rouge brush to 
highlight the face. i use the brush to blend the 
two rouge tones together and apply them to the 
cheekbones.

Following that take the Metallic Eyeliner 
Moonlight Silver and apply it to the inner cor-
ner of the eye and blend it using the practical 
sponge at the end of the eyeliner. For specially 
dramatic eyelashes use the Lash Booster for 
the upper and lower lash line before applying 
the mascara. 

StEp 4 + 5  
metalliC eyeliner moonliGht 
silVer & lash booster

apply the silver-grey eyeshadow in a curve abo-
ve the colour that have already applied. With 
the black eyeshadow cover over the eyeliner on 
the upper lash line using the applicator. after 
that gently blend both together moving in the 
direction of the movable eyelid.

  StEp 5 
FantastiC masCara

after that take the Fantastic Mascara and 
apply it by starting at the lash roots and drawing 
the brush slowly through the lashes. For best 
results, do this with zig-zag movements. you 
can apply the mascara a second time if you 
want the look to be even more intense.

StEp 3
artistiC quattro eyeshaDoW 
niGht roCk

For the next step use the Artistic Quattro 
Eyeshadow Night Rock and apply the bright 
eyeshadow colour directly under the eyebrows 
and blend it a little. using the stone grey colour, 
shade the eyelid crease and the lower eyelid 
below the lash line. 



Eye- & Lipbase
2,2 g 
11108   

Artistic Quattro 
Eyeshadow
4 x 0,5 g    
11150-1 
night rock

Metallic Eyeliner
0,37 g    
11120-7
Gorgeous Grey

Metallic Eyeliner
0,37 g    
11120-3
moonlight silver

Lash Booster
9 ml   
11125   

Fantastic Mascara
10 ml   
11122   

perfect Browstyler
6 ml    
11121-2 
Dark liquid

Brilliant Lipgloss
4 ml   
11131-8 
rose temptation

Lidschattenpinsel
40063

Rougepinsel
40061

Blender
40064

perfect powder Blush
11,8 g  
11113-1 
ruddy rose

shoPPinG list


